April Fools’ Day 2011
Montecito, California
Greetings.
We hope this Quarterly update finds everyone in good health and spirits.
Important news!
1. I have changed my cell phone number and am now 805-886-5989. After many years
with an Arizona area code, I finally bit the bullet and changed to a local number,
contemporaneously with getting a new BlackBerry. It was hard letting go of my trusty
BB 8700c, with whom I had spent more time than with my family, a device whose chirpy
voice I had gotten used to, whose likes and dislikes I had come to anticipate, whose
screen light I’d use often to navigate in darkness. We humans do get attached to our
tools, don’t we? I replaced that trusty device with the BB Torch (9800), for those that are
contemplating, and love it. I’m not into games, or social networking, or uploading videos
to YouTube, and will probably not scratch the surface of this tool’s capabilities, but I can
still say BB is the e-mail king. (For BB users, my PIN is now 22F8FD0D)
Comes with a 5MP camera, so I wandered into the yard taking pictures.
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No afterthought, this camera. This shot was taken in difficult morning light. Haven’t
even taken the camera off “auto” yet. Cool.

The very first picture I took with it of course was a picture of Ri, standing there in the
store with me. I have a bunch of pix of her over the years – an interesting series - Ri in
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brightly lit stores, oddly colored under fluorescent lights, watching me as I eagerly get
handed the newest gadget, look around for something to take a picture of, and then point
it in her face. Here’s a picture from the late seventies, when we bought a Kodak
Colorburst (like a Polaroid) and I took the first picture.

2. And Rizona has joined the 21st Century. She too has a cell phone. Like India, which
largely skipped land lines and instead jumped right into wireless, Ri has skipped all the
basics, like cell phones, computers, websurfing, email, texting, etc, and jumped right into
an iPhone4. She is now 805-886-5990. She also has an email - rizona8@gmail.com.
She had to have a number in there apparently, so she chose her basketball jersey #8.
Hey! I heard that snicker. Yes, I said basketball – women who are 5’ tallish do play, and
it can be fiercely competitive when everyone is no taller than 5’5”.
Winter (such as it is here in lalaland) left with a bang. Overnight it became temps in the
low 80s, perfectly blue sky, nothing, not even moisture, in the air to obstruct the view, so
we could see forever, with splendid stars at night even here at sea level. Back to normal
now, grey and cool in AM, perfect in PM.
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We had an experience a couple weeks ago, and I haven’t been able to shake the emotions
it stirred. We rented a car to run over to Bakersfield for some meetings. It was an
“imported from Detroit” model car – I could here that commercial playing in my head as
I approached it the first time. Nice. They’ve come a long way from the heavy handling
Motor City clunkers I used to drive. Not sure what this one was named; or maybe it had
no name, just a number, but it had XM radio. After trying all the channels, we got down
to the single digits and it turns out channel 5 plays music from the fifties, channel 6 from
the sixties, channel 7 from the seventies. We played channel 6 and were immersed in
memories for hours on the way over and, the next day, back. Sometimes, when
something too maudlin or sugary came on, we’d switch to the 70’s, but soon we’d be
back to the sixties for the messages and the reminders of how groovy that time was.
“Smile on your brother…” “Let the sun shine in…” “All You Need Is Love!”
“Be Sure To Wear Some Flowers In Your Hair” “All I've got's this sunny afternoon”
“….let the evening pass by, by playing records, beside a groovy hi-fi.”
“I'm pickin' up good vibrations”
We were so full of good intentions, weren’t we? We preached love instead of war. This
gospel was part of a convulsive revolution though, so some songs were about dropping
out:
“Son of my father
Moulded, I was folded, I was preform-packed
Son of my father
Commanded, I was branded in a plastic vac'
Surrounded and confounded by statistic facts
Tried to let me in but I jumped out of my skin in time
I saw through the lies and read the alibi signs
So I left my home I'm really on my own at last
Left the trodden path and separated from the past”
Some songs were a call to organize,
“Because the revolution’s here
And you know it's right
And you know that it's right
We have got to get it together
We have got to get it together now.”
And some were shouts of defiance and disrespect, truth spoken to power.
“I ain’t no senator’s son!”
And,
“Give me an F! Give me a U! Give me a C! ……”
“WHAT’S THAT SPELL!?!”
You remember that feeling, no? Hell, songs didn’t even need words, just something we
could shout together. ”I say yeah yeah that's what I say, I say yeah yeah.”
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And we changed the world! ……or….at least we thought we did……After reliving the
sixties through song, I look around and am shocked – SHOCKED – and have to ask
“What the f**k happened to us, man?” Did it just feel like we were changing the world?
I’ve known for a while much of our stuff was being inexorably usurped - how I used to
grit my teeth the past few decades every time a great rock song would play over a
commercial for the first time while some status and power mad a-hole did something
utterly untrue to why the song was written. There is a passage in Fear and Loathing in
Las Vegas which captures my feelings of our fading, or even lost, zeitgeist:
“..You could strike sparks anywhere [in the mid-sixties]. There was a fantastic
universal sense that whatever we were doing was right, that we were winning....
And that, I think, was the handle - that sense of inevitable victory over the
forces of Old and Evil. Not in any mean or military sense; we didn’t need that.
Our energy would simply prevail. There was no point in fighting - on our side
or theirs. We had all the momentum; we were riding the crest of a high and
beautiful wave ....
So now, less than five years later, you can go up on a steep hill in Las Vegas
and look West, and with the right kind of eyes you can almost see the highwater mark - that place where the wave finally broke and rolled back.”
This scene is really well done in the movie, and it was when I saw the movie for the first
time (long after I had read the book) that this passage, perhaps the most important one in
that important book, made real sense to me. I too remembered how high a wave, what a
giant tsunami, we thought we had invoked and were riding back then, and also realized
then that it hadn’t swept all the crap away permanently, but had rather been absorbed, the
wreckage cleared away, and much was the same again. That realization was only ten or
twelve years ago, but Thompson, ever the paranoid, had theorized way back in 1970
when he wrote the book, that our wave had peaked and was already receding.
Our music was usurped by Madison Avenue, and America today seems to be strained by
the same intolerance, the squareness, screwheadedness, military-industrial- complex-asgod, that I thought we beat back in the 60s and 70s. How is Kent State really that
different than Dara’a in Syria today, except perhaps in degree, in the number of bullets
fired? Their fight has only begun, but ours, fought long ago, may have been forgotten,
and may have to be renewed, unless it has already been lost forever.
Look at all those faces of the new governors and the Tea Party crowd – it’s them, those
awful folks who missed out on all the fun in the sixties and now they want to turn back
the clock. They’ve waited and waited and now they are back.
We dropped our guard, and a “fortunate son” snuck into the White House, surrounded by
the very military-industrial complex Ike warned us about. In fact the very same evil
individuals (the skulking, smirking, slithering Cheney-Wolfowitz-Rumsfeld three-headed
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monster) who had personally intervened decades earlier and insured Nixon would be
utterly irredeemable and that the cold war wouldn’t end because there was no money in
ending it, and no power to be derived from fear of it if it was gone. Fear, based on false
claims, triumphed then, it triumphed last decade, and its clarion call is sounding again.
When will we once and finally shed ourselves of these screwheads? When will we rise
up and resoundingly vote these bastards out, dispel the irrational fears, focus on what
matters - and banish these demons into oblivion? What spark are we waiting for? Where
is our Mohamed Bouazizi?
Grrrrrrrrrrr…… Deep breath…..
The next morning, after our travel back in time to the sixties, Ri and I dropped the car off
at the rental place in downtown SB and walked back to Montecito along our beautiful
beach, still deep in thought about the past and its relation to, or dislocation from?, the
present, and wondering how we got here, back to this place of discord and disharmony,
distrust and polarization, fear and loathing, hording gold and stockpiling weapons.
We passed a beach Ultimate Frisbee tournament going on. I hadn’t seen one before on
the beach, but it seemed a perfect fit. Ultimate, that’s a sport started in, when? 1968.
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And we came across some delightful
detritus in the sand. Careless observation
would have missed it entirely and some
footprints did indeed disrupt the display.
Small rocks and bits of wood had been
drawn on and casually arranged in the
sand. Smiley faces. Words to live by,
like “Don’t be a crab.” And “Don’t
worry, be happy.” That last particular
saying was originally phrased by Meher
Baba and then shortened on greeting
cards and posters in, when?, you guessed
it, the 1960s.

So, yes, we did change the world, or at least we left some marks, the evidence being there
in bits and pieces of modern life. The beachfront of Santa Barbara itself, thankfully, is
not all built up and commercial, like Waikiki or Vegas, since a bunch of left coast hippy
dippies fought hard against screwhead development and somehow managed to keep this
precious small town small.
And then there was us, me and Ri, quietly walking, instead of gunning an SUV through
traffic. Stopping to read the stones. Taking only pictures, leaving only footprints.
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There is a spot where the beach disappears at a point of shear cliffs jutting into the sea at
high tide, marking the end of East Beach and the start of Butterfly Beach. The tide was
coming in.

Ri got way out in front of me as I dawdled - that’s her there in the middle of the picture…
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and as she stood there waiting, absorbed in worry about Aibor, she got hit by a wave!

To get around the point you have to wait…..wait for the right moment when you can
make it all the way around, scampering along slippery rocks, head down and hoping a
boulder doesn’t come out of the cliff, dislodged by pounding surf, and brain you.
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And so, life is what it is… reliving the past, keeping our eyes open in the here and now,
focusing on the task at hand, fretting about the future. Trying to make sense of it all.
This past quarter, being an earth scientist and believing that “geology rules,” the big
event was the awful quake in Japan. At the scheduled moment we went to the beach to
see the tsunami arrive. (I am always surprised at times like that because so many of us
are tuned in to what’s happening, and bunches of locals turned out to see the wave
arrive.) Nothing happened at our beach though. The usual sand artist was there with his
shovel. (I think it was Steve who once forwarded me a link to some movies of a
spectacular sand artist whose only tool was a stick – I can’t find the link anymore……)

An old woman with her dog could be seen down the beach walking towards the cliffs,
where there would be no escape from a big wave, and we all worried…..but she turned
around in time, and anyway, nothing happened.
There is a scientific explanation why nothing happened as scheduled. It turns out the
exact moment of the tsunami’s arrival coincided with the last moments of an ebbing local
tide. So, nothing happened at 8:17 AM, but, later, when the tide turned, the energy which
had been building out in the channel, piling up on the ebbing mass, surged forward and
we did get a good rise in a thrilling few moments in the harbor.
And so, it can all be explained: Nature’s forces rule. The tsunami had been foretold, but
the timing was off as local tides had not been factored into the prediction.
In social life, and in politics especially, no such certain predictions can be made, and
there is little assurance that subsequent explanations will be acceptable. One would like
to think that the proverb “what goes around, comes around” might foretell some
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appropriate calamity befalling bad actors for their bad actions. It would be a comfort to
know that the a-holes who ruined the world (again!) last decade will one day have their
comeuppance, their own tsunami.
However, there is an alternate use of this proverb - to foretell the return to a state of being
after completing some cycle. Square conservatives, who chased people down and beat
them up because they had long hair in the sixties, were the same squares who sat there as
senators, stone-faced, arms crossed and unable to applaud “clean air” or “clean water”
during states of the union speeches in the eighties, the same screwheads who orgyed on
war and obscene profits in the oughts, and the same who are now back and emboldened,
making their moves to roll all this liberal hippy crap back, to let business be bad again, to
force religion into our schools (but only their religion), to strike down child labor laws, to
kill the EPA, to get into our bedrooms to police what we’re doing, to pollute politics with
money, to build more private prisons because that for-profit industry, according to the
“American” model of business, can only be successful if it grows into perpetuity, and,
most significantly, to block the very poor, the working poor, the unions, the students and
“the colored” from voting. I mean, look what (not even who) we poor ignorant liberals
elected – “a godless, commie, elitist, out-of-touch, radical Muslim dictator, who hates
America; a foreigner, who can’t even think like us because of his Mau-Mau genes; the
spawn of an unnatural and unholy mixing of the races and religions; the antichrist!”
Why are these screwheads still around? Didn’t our tsunami almost two generations ago
obliterate them? Or, like coelacanths, once thought to be extinct, they are rediscovered?
It can be debilitating, this knowledge that the real beast, the military-industrial complex,
won’t ever go away, but rather just keeps cyclically returning, like the tides to erase our
art, to check human progress, to make us start over, to thwart our advance towards the
ideal where we all smile on our brothers.
Love is but the song we sing,
And fear's the way we die
Smile on your brother
Everybody get together
Try and love one another right now
There is hope yet, I suppose. These old bones are happy to see those loud crowds in
Wisconsin, those kids in Libya and Egypt in their t-shirts and jeans, where flashmobbing
has been taken to its natural extreme to overthrow dictators. It’s also a relief to know the
hate filled Tea Party was just an aberration, a blip in time, a group ginned up on fear,
manipulated by the very powers they pretended to rail against – who now can’t even
muster 100 people for a major rally. The only reason we even knew they existed is
because our press focuses on the absurd, the outliers, the flat-earthers. The vapid,
brainless twits who flash us pantyless, and the human toad with the ridiculous combover
who makes shit up (except the parts about how he screws people) have only one thing in
common – they have money. And apparently that single qualification is enough to have
an audience gather to listen to and echo their inanities, and perhaps to view their privates.
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I don’t know who is more despicable – those who think that their money makes them
newsworthy, quotable experts, and even qualified to be president, or the slime molds who
are in presidential politics only for the money, like some of the current dismal crop.
How dreadful they all are! How wonderful that there are places to get away from them.
For me, there is Nature to escape to, to look to, and at, for that delicious mix of certainty
and sense of wonder. And this last quarter we saw some fun stuff:
A spectacular Sun Dog over SB. That’s not the sun below. It is a sun dog! (Google it)
As the inset shows, the sun is to the left. Cool, huh?
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We had snow here in SB. Or at least we could see it from here.

We saw some mighty strange Clouds, too. (zoom in)
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And now the Creeks are running full of fresh, clean water, and making a joyous sound.
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I actually escape often into my camera, even when not in Nature. Instead of following
that old National Geographic instruction to shoot pictures of “people doing things,” I find
pictures like these of lifeless, but admirable, forms, to be very comforting.
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I never tire of taking pictures of my muse, though. The shots below are from under
water. I was trying to get a fresh perspective. Seeing these wavy fragments, these altered
realities, I was once again reminded of the sixties. Did altering our reality help us better
understand actual reality back then? Did things change or was it just a state of mind?

Was it all just an illusion? Like a watery mirage to someone lost in the desert?
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Family updates of note: Arri got his first new car. Hey, I had to wait till I was 35 for my
first new car! Things are improving, material things that is, helped along by the times as

carmakers, desperate to move inventory, offer historic deals. This TL is the most
technologically advanced thing I ever sat in. You really do need to study the instructions.
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Aibor then and now. Going through all the old pictures, printing up never-before-seen
black and whites on this cool double-sided paper, a different picture on each side, I then
let the Boyz choose which picture to show in their frames. Aibor chose the one of him in
the Scottish train station, which was in my last update. This is the flip side, one of him
on the coast of NH in the late seventies. I guess ski hats never go out of style.
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And here is my dear Ri, who still can not have any added sodium in her diet, bravely
eyeing my scallop while pretending to enjoy her boring salad with no dressing. Although
we are controlling her blood pressure without any drugs whatsoever, can you imagine life
without bread, or cheese, or soy sauce, or almost any processed food?

Perhaps the sixties live on in us. In our sixtyish way over these past five years we have
spoken truth to power and questioned authority. To the powerful salt industry - we
disprove your self-serving theory that we need lots of added salt in our diet to keep your
factories humming, because Ri has not quickly lapsed into coma and death. And to the
pharmaceutical industry - we reject lifetime enslavement to your costly medications!
And we say yeah yeah, that's what we say, we say yeah yeah.

Peace and Love to All. Peter, Ri, Aibor and Arri.
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